
Chapter 10

Phylobase

Some good starting points:

• vignette(’phylobase’)

• ?phylo4

phylobase is a package whose development was started at the recent NESCent Hackathon
on Comparative Methods in R. The hackathon was an event which brought programmers
and users together to discuss integration of packages, including methods for data ex-
change, interoperability, and usability.

One clear need for the growing number of comparative methods packages was a common
data format and utilities which would be useful for any comparative analysis.

10.1 Some Useful Features

tree input from Newick, Nexus, and other popular formats

coercion or translating from one package-specific format to another

combining trees with data functions to combine trees with data, matching on node
labels (species and node names), or node numbers.

treewalking functions to get the user-specified label for a node or the internally gen-
erated node number for ancestors, descendants, parents (all ancestors), or children
(all descendants), siblings (sister nodes), or MRCA (most recent common ancestor).

subsetting a very convenient function to select a subset of a phylogenetic object by
specifying tips, or a clade, or the MRCA.

tree plotting nice tree and tree+data plotting facilities.
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10.2 Accessing help

S4 help pages can still be called using the ?topic syntax. In addition, there are some
new features. Let’s use a built-in example from phylobase:

> require(phylobase)
> data(geospiza)
> class(geospiza)

[1] "phylo4d"
attr(,"package")
[1] "phylobase"

We see that it is a phylo4d object. We can find out more about this class and the
methods available for it:

> class ? phylo4d # returns information on the class
> showMethods(class="phylo4d") # lists all methods available for phylo4d

Function: [ (package base)
x="phylo4d", i="ANY", j="ANY", drop="ANY"

Function: coerce (package methods)
from="phylo", to="phylo4d"
from="phylo4d", to="data.frame"
from="phylo4d", to="phylo"
from="phylo4d", to="phylo4"

Function: edges (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

(inherited from: x="phylo4")

Function: hasEdgeLength (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

(inherited from: x="phylo4")

Function: hasNodeData (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

Function: initialize (package methods)
.Object="phylo4d"

(inherited from: .Object="ANY")
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Function: labels (package base)
object="phylo4d"

(inherited from: object="phylo4")

Function: labels<- (package phylobase)
object="phylo4d"

Function: nNodes (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

(inherited from: x="phylo4")

Function: nTips (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

(inherited from: x="phylo4")

Function: na.omit (package stats)
object="phylo4d"

Function: names (package base)
x="phylo4d"

Function: nodeLabels<- (package phylobase)
object="phylo4d"

Function: plot (package graphics)
x="phylo4d", y="missing"

Function: print (package base)
x="phylo4d"

Function: prune (package phylobase)
phy="phylo4d"

Function: show (package methods)
object="phylo4d"

Function: subset (package base)
x="phylo4d"

(inherited from: x="phylo4")

Function: summary (package base)
object="phylo4d"
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Function: tdata (package phylobase)
x="phylo4d"

Function: tdata<- (package phylobase)
object="phylo4d"

> method ? plot("phylo4d") # the specific plot method for class phylo4d
> ? plot(geospiza) # also returns plot method for phylo4d

The last one, the question mark in front of the entire plot call, is particularly nice because
you don’t have to specify (or know) the class of the object. The help function will figure
it out.

10.3 Creating Objects

The basic objects in phylobase are the tree object called phylo4 and the tree+data object
called phylo4d. We can create new objects by calls to the phylo4() and phylo4d()
constructors.

The other way if you have an existing tree in ape format phylo, is to coerce it to phylo4d.
The standard way of doing this in S4 is to use the as(object, "newclass") function.

> load("Rdata/tree.primates.rda")
> tree4 <- as( tree.primates, "phylo4")

There are currently coercion functions to convert between phylobase phylo4 to phylo4d,
from phylobase to ape, from ape to phylobase, from phylobase to ade4, and from phy-
lobase to data.frame.

10.4 Tree and Data Formats

10.4.1 phylo4

We can see the structure of a phylo4 object simply by:

> attributes(tree4)
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$edge
ancestor descendant

[1,] 6 7
[2,] 7 8
[3,] 8 9
[4,] 9 1
[5,] 9 2
[6,] 8 3
[7,] 7 4
[8,] 6 5

$edge.length
[1] 0.38 0.13 0.28 0.21 0.21 0.49 0.62 1.00

$Nnode
[1] 4

$tip.label
[1] "Homo" "Pongo" "Macaca" "Ateles" "Galago"

$node.label
[1] "N1" "N2" "N3" "N4"

$edge.label
[1] "E7" "E8" "E9" "E1" "E2" "E3" "E4" "E5"

$root.edge
[1] NA

$class
[1] "phylo4"
attr(,"package")
[1] "phylobase"

The structure is very similar to ape’s phylo format, upon which it was modeled. The
main features of importance to users is the edge matrix, the edge lengths, and the tip
labels. The edge matrix contains a column of ancestor nodes and a column of descendant
nodes. Together these define an ”edge”, and ”edge.length” is the branch length associated
with that particular edge. tip.label contains the species or taxon names for the terminal
taxa. The other labels are optional, but are generated automatically if none are user-
supplied.

The print and show methods for phylo objects show the tree as it would appear in data
frame format, to make it easier for users to verify the tree since all of the nodes, branch
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lengths, and taxon names are lined up by row.

> tree4

label node ancestor branch.length node.type
1 N1 6 NA NA root
2 N2 7 6 0.38 internal
3 N3 8 7 0.13 internal
4 N4 9 8 0.28 internal
5 Homo 1 9 0.21 tip
6 Pongo 2 9 0.21 tip
7 Macaca 3 8 0.49 tip
8 Ateles 4 7 0.62 tip
9 Galago 5 6 1.00 tip

10.4.2 phylo4d

The phylo4d format adds a data frame which contains the phenotypic data. The data
are actually stored as two data frames, one for tip.data and one for node.data (typically
NULL, but put in place for future use as a means for incorporating fossil data). Let’s do
an example:

1. Make a dataframe of morphological data to match the primate tree

2. Name the rows with the tip.label (species names)

3. Use the phylo4d constructor to bind the tree and data together

> morph <- data.frame(row.names=labels(tree4), mass=rnorm(nTips(tree4),
+ mean=30, sd=10), femur=rnorm(nTips(tree4), mean=10, sd=5))
> tree4d <- phylo4d( tree4, tip.data=morph)
> tree4d

label node ancestor branch.length node.type mass femur
1 N1 6 NA NA root NA NA
2 N2 7 6 0.38 internal NA NA
3 N3 8 7 0.13 internal NA NA
4 N4 9 8 0.28 internal NA NA
5 Homo 1 9 0.21 tip 43.59085 9.675795
6 Pongo 2 9 0.21 tip 38.93732 8.201292
7 Macaca 3 8 0.49 tip 35.08879 6.327978
8 Ateles 4 7 0.62 tip 31.16139 11.277579
9 Galago 5 6 1.00 tip 40.65372 6.378662
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phylo4d objects are plotted in the same way as phylo4, but we can also add a bubble
plot to indicate quantitative data.

> plot(tree4d)
> title("Phylo4d (tree + data) plot with default options")
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There are many options which you can change to customize your plot. Type ?plot(tree4d)
to see the help page.

> plot(tree4d, center=F, scale=F, show.node.label=F, grid=F, ratio.tree=2/3, box=F)
> title("Phylo4d (tree + data) plot with customized options")
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The phylo4d constructor also works directly from ape’s phylo trees:

> phylo4d(tree.primates, tip.data=morph)

label node ancestor branch.length node.type mass femur
1 N1 6 NA NA root NA NA
2 N2 7 6 0.38 internal NA NA
3 N3 8 7 0.13 internal NA NA
4 N4 9 8 0.28 internal NA NA
5 Homo 1 9 0.21 tip 43.59085 9.675795
6 Pongo 2 9 0.21 tip 38.93732 8.201292
7 Macaca 3 8 0.49 tip 35.08879 6.327978
8 Ateles 4 7 0.62 tip 31.16139 11.277579
9 Galago 5 6 1.00 tip 40.65372 6.378662

We can extract the data back from the phylo4d object using the tdata function:

> tdata(tree4d)
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mass femur
Homo 43.59085 9.675795
Pongo 38.93732 8.201292
Macaca 35.08879 6.327978
Ateles 31.16139 11.277579
Galago 40.65372 6.378662

10.5 Accessing Internal Elements of S4 Objects

S4 classes are actually intended so that users do not need to know the internal structure of
S4 objects. Rather, the programmer provides ”accessor” functions to get at the data that
users want. This is part of the concept of ”abstraction”. The reason behind distancing
the user from the actual data object is so that developers can be free to change or modify
the data structures without destroying the entire package, and breaking all the code that
users have developed for their personal analyses. It is actually quite liberating and allows
for greater flexibility for continued improvement after the initial design.

Accessor functions for phylobase include the following. A complete list is available by
accessing the help for any of these individual functions (i.e., ?nTips).

> nTips(tree4) # the number of terminal taxa

[1] 5

> labels(tree4) # tip (species) labels

[1] "Homo" "Pongo" "Macaca" "Ateles" "Galago"

> nNodes(tree4) # number of internal nodes

[1] 4

However, if you really want to access an internal element directly, the $ operator which
works for data frames and lists doesn’t generally work for S4 objects (it actually works
for phylo4 objects because the developers wrote translation functions for them). Instead,
internal elements are accessed using the @ symbol. Usually, though, this is reserved for
”internal” programming, such as coding the accessor functions.
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10.6 Subsetting

Phylobase has a number of nice subsetting features. They extract portions of phylogenetic
trees and their associated data. The subset can be specified by a vector of tips to include
or exclude, or the most recent common ancestor of a group of nodes. We can also extract
a subtree of a given node.

For this example, let’s use a larger phylogeny of squamates (lizards). We plot without
tip labels because there are just too many taxa.

> tree4 <- NexusToPhylo4("Data/squamatetree1.nex")
> plot(tree4, show.tip.label=F)

Let’s prune the tree to the MRCA of Wetmorena haetiana and Abronia graminea. To
show test the subsetting on phylo4d objects, let’s make up some data and bind it to the
tree:

> smalltree4 <- subset(tree4, mrca=c( "Wetmorena_haetiana", "Abronia_graminea"))
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> smalltree4d <- phylo4d(smalltree4, tip.data=data.frame(
+ size=rnorm(nTips(smalltree4), mean=85, sd=25), row.names=labels(smalltree4)))
> plot(smalltree4d, center=F, scale=F, show.node.label=F, grid=F, ratio.tree=.6,
+ box=F, cex.symbol=.5, cex.label=.8)
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We had to reduce the bubble cex.symbol and text cex.label sizes to fit the space for
the plot.

Suppose we were only interested in plotting the genera Diploglossus, Ophisaurus, and
Elgaria. We can combine this with the grep function which matches patterns in strings
(i.e., it does partial matching).

> include <- c( grep("Ophisaurus", labels(smalltree4), value=T),
+ grep("Diploglossus", labels(smalltree4), value=T),
+ grep("Elgaria", labels(smalltree4), value=T))
> include

[1] "Ophisaurus_apodus" "Ophisaurus_attenuatus" "Ophisaurus_ventralis"
[4] "Ophisaurus_harti" "Ophisaurus_koellikeri" "Diploglossus_bilobatus"
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[7] "Diploglossus_pleei" "Elgaria_coerulea" "Elgaria_kingii"
[10] "Elgaria_multicarinata" "Elgaria_panamintina" "Elgaria_paucicarinata"

> smalltree4d <- subset(smalltree4d, tips.include=include)

This time, let’s also remove the underscore from the names by using the sub function
(related to grep):

> labels(smalltree4d) <- sub("_", " ", labels(smalltree4d))
> labels(smalltree4) <- sub("_", " ", labels(smalltree4))
> plot(smalltree4d, center=F, scale=F, show.node.label=F, grid=F, ratio.tree=.6,
+ box=F, cex.symbol=.5, cex.label=.8)
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We can also subset by using node numbers or species names (in quotes) with the square
bracket operator. These are all equivalent:

> smalltree4d[1:3] # tips to include
> smalltree4d[-(4:23)] # tips to exclude
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> smalltree4d[c("Elgaria coerulea", "Elgaria kingii", "Elgaria multicarinata")]
> inc <- c("Elgaria coerulea", "Elgaria kingii", "Elgaria multicarinata")
> smalltree4d[inc]

Note: Trees often have taxon labels with underscores. ape plots underscores as blank in
text fields by default.

Ape does not currently have tree+data objects, and phylobase does not have actual
comparative methods functions such as independent contrasts. But it can still be useful
to bind the data to the tree, perform tree manipulations, and export the tree and data
formats (in the proper order) to ape objects. Future developments should bring increased
functionality.

> tree.ape <- as(smalltree4d, "phylo")
> tree.ape.dat <- tdata(smalltree4d)

10.7 Treewalking

Other ways to get descendants (immediate or all) or ancestors and subtrees is by using
the treewalking functions. Find help by typing ?ancestors.

The which parameter in ancestors specifies whether to return just direct ancestor (”par-
ent”) or ”all” ancestor nodes; in descendants, specify whether to return just direct de-
scendants (”children”), all extant descendants (”tips”), or all descendant nodes (”all”).

> tree4 <- as(tree.primates, "phylo4")
> plot(tree4, show.node.label=T)
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Suppose we wanted to label the node leading to Pongo and Homo with the word ”apes”.
There are several ways we could access the node in question:

> mm <- MRCA(tree4, c("Homo", "Pongo"))
> mm

N4
9

> ancestor(tree4, "Homo")

N4
9

Now we find which node label we want, replace that label, erase the rest, and plot:
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> ii <- which(nodeLabels(tree4)==names(mm))
> nodeLabels(tree4)[-ii] <- ""
> nodeLabels(tree4)[ii] <- "Great Apes"
> plot(tree4, show.node.label=T)
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Great Apes

Finally, getnodes is a handy function to identify the number of the node if you have the
label, or vice versa.

> getnodes(tree4, "Great Apes")

Great Apes
9

> getnodes(tree4, 9)

Great Apes
9
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10.8 Example: Generating a set of trees with simu-
lated branch lengths

Suppose we wanted to test the robustness of our conclusions on error in the branch
length estimates for our tree. But how to generate the branch lengths? We come up
with two ideas: (1) Draw branch lengths from a probability distribution, say the normal
distribution with mean and standard deviation from the observed branch lengths. What
this procedure implies is that each branch length is an identical draw from the same
distribution (as if the branching events result from a single uniform process, although
with noise). This is not particularly biologically reasonable, but it is something we can
do. (2) Assume that the branch lengths are reasonable estimates of the times between
branching events, but they are sampled with some error. This implies that if the process
were repeated many times, you each particular branch would have its own mean. All we
have to estimate this mean is the observed branch itself, so let’s take it as our estimate.
We have no information on the standard deviation, so let’s try a common standard
deviation of 1/4 of the grand mean. (3) Of course, if we have a series of branch length
estimates (say from PAUP or other phylogeny estimation program), we could simply try
that. But for demonstration purposes, let’s try (1) and (2)

10.8.1 Branch lengths drawn from a common distribution

Using the primate tree from above, we generate a set of branch lengths, using the phylo4
accessors to get the information from the tree

> bl <- rnorm(nEdges(tree4), mean=mean(edgeLength(tree4)), sd=sd(edgeLength(tree4)))
> bl

[1] 0.8180275 0.4675521 0.1949042 0.5474581 0.7488603 0.5637541 0.1863236
[8] 0.2658419

One problem that you may see is that it is very possible (in fact easy) to get negative
branch lengths. One solution is to simply discard those sets of bl that have negatives.
One could also take the absolute value (reflect the negatives) or set them to zero. Any of
these solutions will change the distribution (the latter two making it either a reflective
or an absorbing boundary), but the first option seems to be the least damaging.

> while(any(bl < 0)) bl <- rnorm(nEdges(tree4), mean=mean(edgeLength(tree4)),
+ sd=sd(edgeLength(tree4)))

Now we need to make a new tree with the phylo4 constructor. For clarity in this example,
lets first save the information from tree4 into separate variables:
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> nodes <- edges(tree4)
> species <- labels(tree4)
> tr <- phylo4(edge=nodes, edge.length=bl, tip.label=species)
> plot(tr)
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Pongo

Macaca

Ateles

Galago

We could make this into functions, especially if we were planning on using it in other
code. We have two tasks here (1) generating the branch lengths, and (2) making the
trees with the new branch lengths, so let’s make two functions:

> gen.bl <- function(tt) {
+ bl <- -1
+ while(any(bl < 0)) bl <- rnorm(nEdges(tt), mean=mean(edgeLength(tt)),
+ sd=sd(edgeLength(tt)))
+ }
> change.bl <- function (tt, bl) {
+ nodes <- edges(tt)
+ species <- labels(tt)
+ return( phylo4(edge=nodes, edge.length=bl, tip.label=species))
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+ }
> branchlengths <- gen.bl(tree4)
> simtree <- change.bl(tree4, branchlengths)
> plot(simtree)
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Pongo

Macaca

Ateles

Galago

Voila! You can now create as many trees with weird branch lengths as you like. Just
rerun the calls to gen.bl and change.bl. For example, if you wanted to generate a list
of 9 trees, you could use a loop. First you must initialize the output tree list (or else you
will get an error when you try to save a value to an element of the list in the loop):

> simtrees <- vector(mode='list')
> for (i in 1:9) {
+ bl <- gen.bl(tree4)
+ simtrees[[i]] <- change.bl(tree4, bl)
+ }

Another strategy which is often very useful for data analysis is to use apply functions
to generate a list of trees, each with randomized branch lengths. The function can be
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embedded in the apply call. Since we want to generate a list and will input a list of
branch lengths, let’s use lapply.

> # generate the list of branch lengths
> bls <- lapply(1:9, function(x) gen.bl(tree4))
> # generate the trees with the new branch lengths
> simtrees2 <- lapply(bls, function(x) {
+ return( phylo4(edge=edges(tree4), edge.length=x, tip.label=labels(tree4)))
+
+ })

We can plot the first nine of our crazy trees (the ll <- is just a kludge to supress output
from the lapply):

> op <- par(no.readonly = TRUE)
> par(mfrow=c(3,3))
> ll <- lapply(simtrees2, plot)
> par(op)
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10.8.2 Branch lengths drawn from normal distributions with
separate means

The key di!erence between these two options is the generation of the branch lengths.
So all we need to do is change the gen.bl function. Now instead of eight draws from
the same distribution, for each tree, we want a single draw from eight distributions (one
for each branch). We will assume that they are normal distributions with mean at the
observed branch lengths, and standard deviations arbitrarily chosen as 25% of the mean
of the observed branch lengths, which turns out to be approximately 0.1. We also change
the input from the whole tree (a phylo4 object) to a vector of branch lengths:

We will use the sapply function because we want to use rnorm once for each branch:

> bl.stan.dev <- mean(edgeLength(tree4))*.25
> gen.bl <- function(bl, blsd) {
+ bl <- sapply( bl, function(x) rnorm(1, mean=x, sd=blsd))
+ while(any(bl < 0)) bl <- sapply( bl, function(x) rnorm(1, mean=x, sd=blsd))
+ return(bl)
+ }

We can reuse the function change.bl that we wrote previously, substitute our new branch
length generating function and plot our new tree:

> plot( change.bl(tree4, gen.bl(edgeLength(tree4), bl.stan.dev)))
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Let’s redo our nine trees:

> # generate the list of branch lengths
> bls <- lapply(1:9, function(x) gen.bl(edgeLength(tree4), bl.stan.dev))
> # reuse our lapply code
> simtrees3 <- lapply(bls, function(x) {
+ return( phylo4(edge=edges(tree4), edge.length=x, tip.label=labels(tree4)))
+ })
> op <- par(no.readonly = TRUE)
> par(mfrow=c(3,3))
> ll <- lapply(simtrees3, plot)
> par(op)
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You can see that the two methods of generating branch lengths generate di!erent shapes
of trees, especially depending on the magnitude of the standard deviation you allow
the second method to have. In the former case, it is di"cult to relate the simulated
branch lengths as reflective of time (or another way to think about this is that implicitly
assumes we have no idea when branching events occurred, but the timing between them
are assumed equal with some variance). In the latter case, it could be interpreted as
an assumption that our observed branch lengths reflect time, but there is variance or
measurement error in estimating the branch lengths.

In either case, you can now easily export these trees to ape to use in comparative analyses.
Suppose we needed to use a comparative method that required ultrametric trees. Use
the chronogram

> require(ape)
> simtrees3.ape <- lapply(simtrees3, as, "phylo") # coerce to phylo:
> #same as nine calls to as(simtrees[[1]], "phylo")
> ultra3.ape <- lapply(simtrees3.ape, chronogram) # make the trees ultrametric
> op <- par(no.readonly = TRUE)
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> par(mfrow=c(3,3))
> ll <- lapply(ultra3.ape, plot) # plot the nine trees
> par(op) # reset to default plot parameters
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